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Abstract: 

After demonstrators set fire to the Legislative Palace on November 2020, the Congress of 

Guatemala qualified the attack of the National Heritage Monument, “democratic temple” and 

“belonging to all Guatemalans”, as a loss of historical legacy and a turning point for 

democracy. Why would a National Heritage Monument, belonging to all citizens, be target of 

attack by some of these very same citizens? In this article, I argue that tangible cultural 

heritage is a source and site of identitarian conflict due to its symbolic nature. It 

performatively establishes an interlinkage of place, memory and identity and is subject to 

tensions generated by choices: what is represented, what is remembered, what is forgotten. 

Furthermore, I argue that the Legislative Palace was created within an urban-centrality 

infrastructural strategy. This strategy came in hand with an elitist, official identity 

consolidation stemming from post-Hispanic colonial cleavages. Such context is still 

contentious and subject to negotiation in present time. Although the performative nature of 

cultural heritage could be a key to consolidate democratic values, the meaning of democracy 

was shaped by the democratisation process led by factions of the Military. Guatemalan 

democracy was defined in a way that fails to conceive conflict as an inherent part of it and 

inherits a more nuanced, yet existent, version of counter-insurgent ideology.  

 

Keywords: Memory, Cultural identity, Cultural heritage, cultural studies, Guatemala 

Congress Building. 
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Introduction 

 On November 21st 2020, demonstrators set fire to the Guatemalan Legislative Palace. 

The act was conducted while 10 000 people were protesting in front of the National Palace to 

condemn the adoption of the National Budget for 2021. 1  Guatemalan indignation was 

manifested because of numerous criticisms regarding the priorities expressed in the budget 

and conditions leading to its approval. 2  The decision-making process was “opaque and 

exclusionary” since it was done only a few hours after the Commission on Public Finances 

and Currency (CPFC) had declared its approval, “making it evident that congresswomen and 

congressmen did not know the content of the CPFC’s resolution, especially of the presented 

amendments.” 3  Perhaps the most controversial items of the proposition were the 

predominance of the budget allocated for infrastructure investment, an increase in the 

allocated budget for congresswomen and congressmen dietary fees, while decreasing funds 

for public university,4 famine reduction and poverty alleviation programmes.5 

Guatemalan Congress Directive Board’s official position acknowledged citizens’ 

right to peacefully protest, yet condemned the “terrorist acts that took place during the 

demonstrations, leading to the burning of a big portion of the historical building, [a] National 

Heritage [monument] belonging to all Guatemalans”.6 A day later, a second message released 

on the Guatemalan Congress official website stated the building was “considered a 

democratic temple where the Guatemalan Republic was built” and further described what 

occurred as a “loss of historical legacy for Guatemalans” and “a [pivotal moment] for 

democracy since one of its icons, considered National Heritage, was victim of repression and 

vandalism.”7 

 
1
 Associated Press, “Guatemala Protesters Set Congress on Fire during Budget Protests,” The Guardian, 

November 22, 2020, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/nov/22/guatemala-protesters-set-congress-on-

fire-during-budget-protests. 
2
 Kevin Parthenay, “El Presupuesto que desató la rabia en Guatemala,” Latinoamérica21, December 15th, 2020, 

https://latinoamerica21.com/es/el-presupuesto-que-desato-la-rabia-en-guatemala/.  
3
 Icefi: El Presupuesto De Guatemala Para 2021, Aprobado De Manera Opaca y Excluyente, Contiene 

Anomalías Graves y Amplios Espacios Para La Corrupción, November 19, 2020, 

https://icefi.org/comunicados/icefi-el-presupuesto-de-guatemala-para-2021-aprobado-de-manera-opaca-y-

excluyente. 
4
 Ibid. Item 4. 

5
 Pavel Gerardo Vega, “Presupuesto 2021: Más Para Construcción, Menos Para Salud,” Plaza Pública, 

November 20, 2020, https://www.plazapublica.com.gt/content/presupuesto-2021-mas-para-construccion-menos-

para-salud. 
6
 Canal del Congreso de la República, "Postura oficial de Junta Directiva del Congreso y de la mayoría de Jefes 

de Bloques Legislativos," YouTube Video, 0:52–1:06, November 23rd, 2020, https://youtu.be/DMdCwurZPRA. 

Translated from: “Los actos terroristas […] que desencadenaron el incendio de gran parte del edificio 
histórico, patrimonio de la nación y de todos los guatemaltecos.”  
7
 DAÑOS A UN ÍCONO HISTÓRICO, PATRIMONIO DE LA NACIÓN Y DE TODOS LOS GUATEMALTECOS 

(Congress of the Republic of Guatemala, November 24, 2020), 
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A subtle yet important question arises from these positions: if the building, a National 

Heritage Monument, belongs to all the citizens of the country, why was it attacked by its 

citizens? Although most of the information available on this topic focuses on the immediate 

reasons, as mentioned in the first paragraph, I seek to understand the underlying implications 

of its National Heritage quality. 

Legally, heritage is defined –nationally, internationally or both– by lists created by 

the countries that seek to protect their most valuable cultural expressions. At the international 

level, two lists have been adopted by the UNESCO through the 1972 Convention Concerning 

the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, establishing a list for tangible 

heritage based upon countries’ nominations of the most outstanding objects of cultural 

heritage in their national lists; and the 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible 

Cultural Heritage and objects associated with them. At the national level, states define 

different classification sets formed by different categories of cultural property that entail 

different importance and value, along with different rights and obligations. Heritage is, first 

and foremost, a form of cultural expression.8 Cultural expressions hold a characteristic “dual 

nature”, both economic and symbolic as established by the 2005 UNESCO Convention on the 

Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions; their power of identity 

constitution at an individual and collective level, as well as its richness and diversity are 

valuable for all humankind. 

Such an approach to heritage is interesting as it helps to understand how heritage is 

usually considered in policy-making, at a national and international level. However, we will 

ponder on a deeper understanding of its symbolic meaning and its central place in identity 

construction. Considering the aforementioned concerns expressed by the Guatemalan 

Congress –i.e. loss of historical legacy and an attempt to a democratic symbol–, we will try to 

answer the question: 

What are the political implications of the historical and democratic values conveyed 

by the Legislative Palace, Guatemalan national heritage monument? 

 

https://www.congreso.gob.gt/noticias_congreso/5395/2020/1?fbclid=IwAR2Qa2chol5e8a8CzJvi_1LSd5qHdFg

ZZT--fn0iCxiAgA5Ek5VXLFu-rp0#gsc.tab=0.  

Translated from (in order): “DAÑOS A UN ÍCONO HISTÓRICO, PATRIMONIO DE LA NACIÓN Y DE 
TODOS LOS GUATEMALTECOS”; “considerado templo democrático en donde se ha construido la República 
de Guatemala”;  “pérdida de un legado histórico para los guatemaltecos, la acción marcó un antes y un 
después para la democracia, porque uno de sus íconos, considerado Patrimonio de la Nación y de todos los 
guatemaltecos, fue objeto de la represión y vandalismo.”  
8
 UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR), General comment no. 21, Right of 

everyone to take part in cultural life (art. 15, para. 1a of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights), 21 December 2009, E/C.12/GC/21, https://www.refworld.org/docid/4ed35bae2.html 
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I posit that the meanings attached to the Legislative Palace are not equally 

representative for all Guatemalan citizens and, instead, instil and prolong identitarian 

contentions between those represented by it and those excluded from this representation. In 

order to explore such argument, I will first offer a key of political understanding of heritage 

as a site of identitarian struggle. Afterwards, I posit that both the historical legacy and the 

democratic values conveyed by the Legislative Palace stem from an intertwining of selective 

historical memory and contentious identities. 

 

 

Beyond Aesthetics: Immovable Tangible Heritage As A Multidimensional Place Of 

Identitarian Conflict 

It is interesting, though unsurprising, that a National Heritage Monument, despite its 

importance for collective memory and identity formation can be polarizing enough, so as to 

be the target of an attack. To understand this, it is necessary to understand heritage as a 

multidimensional category, where a convergence of values, meanings and identities is 

reflected. Immovable tangible heritage is both located in a place and is a place itself. 

Although there is no uniform definition for what constitutes a place, several approximations 

have been done by defining it through sensory perceptions, through memory and through 

different types of economic values.9 Economic values generated by culture and arts can be 

both market values and non-market values such as: option (value for knowing the possibility 

of use exists), existence (value for knowing an organization or event exists, even at certainty 

of non-utilization), prestige (linked to identity and image portrayed by their local 

environment) and bequest values (knowing that future cohorts or their children will be able to 

use it). 10  Although the economic and symbolic natures of culture and heritage coexist, 

predominantly focusing on its economic values can dampen the symbolic and identitarian 

meanings attached to it. Proof of this, are criticisms made by Leonetti to the 2005 UNESCO 

 
9
 Ned Kaufman, “Placing Preservation,” Chapter 1, in Place, Race, and Story: Essays on the Past and Future of 

Historic Preservation (New York: Routledge, 2009), pp. 25-26.  

On the economic values, Kaufman evokes only the antagonistic relation between use and exchange values by 

referring to differences in personal attachment to a house as a use value (buying a house to inhabit it) and as an 

exchange value (buying a house to generate income). 
10

 Trine Bille and Günther G. Schulze, “Culture in Urban and Regional Development,” in Handbook of the 
Economics of Art and Culture, ed. Victor A. Ginsburgh and David Throsby, vol. 1 (Amsterdam: Elsevier B.V., 

2006), pp. 1071-1072. 
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Convention for predominantly focusing on the economic dimension of culture, to the 

detriment of its identitarian component.11  

 Identity is both represented and constructed in and by places. Indeed, places hold a 

“fullness of meaning”, both tangible and intangible, as described by Kaufman. 12  More 

specifically, Apaydin argues that within tangible heritage there is a “complex interaction 

between heritage, memory and community formation” and, within it, tangible heritage plays a 

performative role serving as both a manifestation of memory and a means to constitute new 

memory, as well as new heritage;13 this performative role can be, however, prevented by 

“focusing solely on preservation.”14 This role is also put forward by Marschall, who argues 

that cultural heritage is “both a symbol reflecting group identity and an instrument in forging 

such identity.”15 

Memory and identity, however, should not be understood as homogeneous entities, 

detached from political and social conflict. After all, “identitarian tensions and declared 

conflict usually arise from subtle differences and from the apparently closest populations.”16 

Marschall’s analysis is of particular importance to understand the political contention 

embedded in cultural heritage, as he analyses the case of “Rhoades Must Fall” apartheid-era 

statues in 2015 South-Africa as an expression of socio-political protest. He argues that 

monuments are subject to identitarian conflict since they reflect the consecration of an 

identity or memory over another;17 as to what cultural heritage concerns “inherent in [its 

different] definition[s] are value judgements, active choices, and the assumption of societal 

consensus.”18 This conception of contention is not very far from Apaydin’s, who argues that 

the meanings and values embedded in cultural heritage are as diverse as the groups related to 

 
11

 Antoine Leonetti, “Diversité et droits culturels : l'épreuve conventionnelle De L'Unesco,” in La Fin Des 
Cultures Nationales ? Les Politiques Culturelles à L'Épreuve De La Diversité, ed. Lluís Bonet (Paris: La 

Découverte, 2008), pp. 87-89. 

Translated from : “Les États ont néanmoins réussi à en limiter la portée en ne prenant pas pleinement en 
compte les implications identitaires du fait culturel.”. 
12

 Ned Kaufman, “Placing Preservation,” Chapter 1, in Place, Race, and Story: Essays on the Past and Future of 
Historic Preservation (New York: Routledge, 2009), pp. 36-37. 
13

 Veysel Apaydin, “Critical Perspectives on Cultural Memory and Heritage Construction, Transformation and 

Destruction,” in Critical Perspectives on Cultural Memory and Heritage Construction, Transformation and 
Destruction (London: UCL Press, 2020a), p. 2. 
14

 Veysel Apaydin, “1. The Interlinkage of Cultural Memory, Heritage and Discourses of Construction, 

Transformation and Destruction,” in Critical Perspectives on Cultural Memory and Heritage Construction, 
Transformation and Destruction (London: UCL Press, 2020b), p. 17. 
15

 Sabine Marschall, “Targeting Statues: Monument ‘Vandalism’ as an Expression of Sociopolitical Protest in 

South Africa,” African Studies Review 60, no. 3 (2017): p. 206, https://doi.org/10.1017/asr.2017.56. 
16

 Antoine Leonetti, ibid, p. 94. 
17

 Sabine Marschall, “Targeting Statues: Monument ‘Vandalism’ as an Expression of Sociopolitical Protest in 

South Africa,” African Studies Review 60, no. 3 (2017): pp. 204-207, https://doi.org/10.1017/asr.2017.56. 
18

 Ibid, p. 206 
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it.19 Perhaps what is even more interesting for our study is that, for him, “heritage and 

memory can be reason for conflict with heritage being often targeted by other groups”.  

By understanding heritage as a reason for conflict it is possible to incorporate a 

political lens when analysing it. Kaufman’s point makes such political dimension blatant in 

places, as he understands that the issue “is not simply whether change or stability is better. 

Rather, it is fundamentally a question of power and equity: of who gets to choose.”20 If it is 

possible to represent identities and forge new ones through cultural heritage, conflict inherent 

to choices and power relations reveals that identities –and their relations to heritage– are 

heterogeneous and can be contentious. Such contention might be explained by a definition-

by-opposition understanding of collective identity consolidation; as Sénac-Slawinski explains 

“[most social groups’ cohesion is due] to their power of exclusion, defined as a ‘distinction 

economy’ based upon the sentiment of differentiation to those that aren’t ‘us’.”21 

Although heritage has a dual nature constituting of economic and symbolic values, its 

economic value is often predominant, dampening the identitarian implications it conveys. 

Identity is both represented and forged by heritage. However, this is done to the detriment of 

other existing identities. Heritage thus appears to be a site of conflict between contentious 

identities, consolidated by characteristic meanings, memory and symbols but also by 

demarcation from other identities. 

 

 

Guatemalan National Identity, Selective Remembering and Contentious Identities 

 To understand the identitarian tensions between the historical and democratic values 

defended by the Congress’ official position, it is necessary to understand the history of the 

Legislative Palace and democracy in Guatemala. As explained by Ericastilla, the past is “the 

site of permanent conflicts on the ways of remembering, since different memories’ legitimacy 

is put into question. Present history delimitation depends on historical conscience and public 

 
19

 Veysel Apaydin, “1. The Interlinkage of Cultural Memory, Heritage and Discourses of Construction, 

Transformation and Destruction,” in Critical Perspectives on Cultural Memory and Heritage Construction, 
Transformation and Destruction (London: UCL Press, 2020b), p. 17. 
20

 Ned Kaufman, “Placing Preservation,” Chapter 1, in Place, Race, and Story: Essays on the Past and Future of 
Historic Preservation (New York: Routledge, 2009), p. 32. 
21

 Réjane Sénac-Slawinsky, L'égalité sous conditions: genre, parité, diversité (Paris: Presses de Sciences Po, 

2015), p. 46.  

Translated from: ‘la plupart des groupes sociaux doivent l’essentiel de leur cohésion à leur pouvoir 
d’exclusion56, défini comme une « économie de la distinction » reposant sur le sentiment de différence attaché 
à ceux qui ne sont pas « nous »’ 
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use, thus political, of the past.” 22  Memory and history are, moreover, linked through 

“narratives reflecting the point of view of those who produce them.”23 Although several 

milestones 24  have undoubtedly shaped present Guatemalan collective memory, for the 

purpose of this study, I will focus on the political implications of the Legislative Palace’s 

construction (1934) and  the democratic transition (1980s-1990s) process of political 

restructuring. 

 Guatemalan political history framing the Legislative Palace construction reveals 

national identitarian cleavages deepened by normalized political exclusion. Such construction 

was not an isolated event, rather, it was part of the 1930s Guatemalan modernization process 

and a component of an infrastructural urban development strategy carried out by General 

Jorge Ubico’s dictatorship. Such strategy was “oriented” towards establishing “an image of 

urban centrality and, particularly, State seats”.25 Their aesthetic, architectural qualities, put 

forward by the Government, originally intended to establish an expression of status and 

power, an example being the use of romantic canons, since “romanticism was the official 

architectural expression of Guatemalan oligarchic dictatorships.”26  

Ubico consolidated an oligarchic official identity that deepened post-Hispanic 

colonial cleavages available at the time in Guatemalan society through this urban-centrality 

strategy. An important component of the latter was the use of “non-remunerated indigenous 

labour”, “prisoners” and “drunk workers” –arrested by “police raids” in “poor regions of the 

capital city and other populations”– both for roads and public buildings construction.28 Such 

 
22

 Ibid, p. 501. 

Translated from: “[el pasado] es el escenario de conflictos permanentes respecto a las formas de recordar, 
puesto que se cuestiona el grado de legitimidad de las distintas memorias. La delimitación de la historia del 
presente depende […] sobre todo de la conciencia histórica y del uso público y por ende político del pasado.” 
23

 Ibid, p. 502. 

Translated from: “la memoria se encuentra con la historia, porque ambas son narrativas que reflejan un punto 
de vista de quienes la producen.” 
24

 The 1944 Revolution, the 1954 Castillo Armas’ coup and the Ixil genocide, to name a few. 
25

 Carlos L. Ayala R., Miguel A. Chacón Véliz and Luis F. Olayo Ortiz. "Capítulo II: Características y factores 

de la modernización arquitectónica en la centralidad urbana guatemalteca." in La Modernización de la Ciudad 
de Guatemala, la Reconfiguración Arquitectónica de su Centralidad Urbana (1918-1955) (Guatemala City: 

CIFA DIGI USAC, 1996), p. 43.  

Translated from: “se orientó al parecer, a la cualificación de la imagen de la centralidad urbana y en particular 
a las sedes de Estado” 
26

 Ibid, p. 46. 

Translated from: “el romanticismo fue la expresión arquitectónica oficial de las dictaduras oligárquicas 
guatemaltecas.” 
28

 Piero Gleijeses, “La Aldea De Ubico: Guatemala, 1931-1944,” Mesoamérica 10, no. 17 (June 1989): p. 31. 

Translated from: “Durante sus trece años de dictadura, Ubico construyó varias carreteras, usando principalmente 

mano de obra indígena sin retribución, […] Además erigió edificios públicos, también con la mano de obra 

gratuita de los indígenas. Con frecuencia se usaba también la mano de obra de presidiarios. Para engrosar las 

filas de éstos, la policía hacía redadas los sábados por la noche en los sectores pobres de la capital y otras 
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measures were made possible by the controversial Decree No-1996 “Ley de Vagancia” 

(“Vagrancy Law”). As Martínez Peláez argues, this law replaced and rendered unnecessary 

previous legal measures that enabled indigenous exploitation by “finqueros” land-owners 

elite, without damaging this colonial-inherited power structure.29 Perhaps the best example of 

present-day continuity of this identitarian cleavage and selective historical memory in 

Guatemalan society are the considerations made by Ramiro Ordóñez30 who stated: “[Ubico 

was] the President of Guatemala that, after his death, would still win the elections he’d 

wanted. Because truth is, many have gotten to be Presidents because people thought: ‘he will 

be another Ubico, he will be like Ubico’” 31 . He dismisses criticisms of murder, 

authoritarianism and exploitation by Ubico by saying that at the time, dictatorships were 

normal and thus a democracy was impossible in Guatemala.32 

Tangible cultural heritage’s performative nature34 could be beneficial for a country 

ravaged by dictatorships, civil war and genocide; transforming the meanings and values of 

such official buildings to democratic meanings could be coherent and even necessary to 

create a National sense of belonging and unity. Guatemalan definition of democracy, 

however, stems from a democratisation process brought by an institutional restructuring of 

the Military Forces leading to a new model of development for the country altogether. As 

Laura Sala explains, the Thesis of National Stability (1989) revisited the principles posed by 

the National Security Doctrine –that justified across the 1970s Latin-American bureaucratic 

dictatorships, repressive military action to combat the “internal enemy” 35 – and led to 

 

poblaciones, arrestando a trabajadores borrachos y a otros que quizás iban a emborracharse, pero no tuvieron 

tiempo.” 
29

 Severo Martínez Peláez, “LA COLONIA Y NOSOTROS (Reflexiones Finales),” in La Patria Del Criollo: 
Ensayo De interpretación De La Realidad Colonial Guatemalteca (Mexico: Ed. en Marcha, 1994), p. 580-581. 

Indigenous people who could not justify a certain amount of laboured days either offered their labour to 

“finqueros” for an insignificant remuneration or were considered “reos de vagancia” (“vagrancy criminals”) 

and be put to work in the construction of such infrastructure. 
30

 Francisco Marroquín University former professor. 
31

 NewMedia UFM, "Presentación Del Libro: «Tiempos De Jorge Ubico En Guatemala y El Mundo»," 
(Francisco Marroquín University, 2013), Recorded conference, 1:09–2:00, 

https://newmedia.ufm.edu/coleccion/presentacion-libros-economia-politica-liberalismo/presentacion-del-libro-

tiempos-de-jorge-ubico-en-guatemala-y-el-mundo/ 

Translated from: “el Presidente de Guatemala que, después de muerto, gana las elecciones que quiera ganar. 

Porque la verdad es que aquí muchos han sido Presidentes porque la gente pensó: ‘va a ser otro Ubico, va a ser 

como Ubico’” 
32

 Ibid, 2:04–4:54. 
34

 Veysel Apaydin, “Critical Perspectives on Cultural Memory and Heritage Construction, Transformation and 

Destruction,” in Critical Perspectives on Cultural Memory and Heritage Construction, Transformation and 
Destruction (London: UCL Press, 2020), p. 3. 

I.e. not only a representation of memory, but also an active production that “further develop[s] values and 

meanings for individuals and groups.” 
35

 In the context of the fight against communism in Latin America, the “internal enemy” was the belief that 

threats to the Nation did no longer come from other countries, but had (culturally) infiltrated among citizens and 
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establishing a democratic regime in Guatemala.36 It shifted national priorities from “security 

and development” towards “stability and welfare”: the former were not adapted to 

Guatemalan “underdeveloped” situation, as security sought to maintain a status quo that –in 

this case– was not suitable to perdure.37 Stability and welfare were seen as a necessary phase 

before attaining development and security: they implied ensuring the resilience of the 

political system and “generating in Guatemalan citizens a psychological attitude apt to pursue 

their own well-being.”38  

Sources of conflict were understood as being a normal part of the process towards 

development. Conversely, development was understood as a threshold after which there 

would not exist sources of conflict.40 Factors blocking the country from attaining national 

objectives (i.e. stability and welfare) were transformed from enemies to opponents of the 

State and had a larger definition ranging, for example, from influence peddling to contraband 

and even “strikes, violent protest and general agitation.”41 Although the military role was 

revisited and restricted to protecting democracy, democracy itself was “limited to the 

operation of certain institutions, compatible with the elimination of new enemies: opponents 

classified as threats; that is, a democratic-counterinsurgent political regime”42 that “denies 

what is intrinsic to any substantial democracy, conflict.” 43  Conflict is partially and 

conditionally accepted “as long as it is within the militaries’ acceptable limits and only until 

development is reached.”44 This definition could partly explain why President Giammattei 

invoked the Inter-American Democratic Chart after the attack to the Legislative Palace, 

 

it was impossible to distinguish one from another; this justified authoritarian and repressive measures in order to 

ensure national security. (See Rostica, “La Transnacionalización De Ideas: La Escuela Contrasubversiva De 

Argentina a Guatemala,” 160–170). 
36

 Laura Yanina Sala, “Proteger La ‘Democracia’ Desde El Cuartel: La Doctrina De Estabilidad Nacional De 

Los Militares Guatemaltecos,” Secuencia, no. 107 (2020): pp. 1-29, 

https://doi.org/10.18234/secuencia.v0i107.1705. 
37

 Ibid, p. 12. 
38

 Héctor Alejandro Gramajo, Tesis de Estabilidad Nacional (Guatemala City: Editorial del Ejército, 1989), p. 

45, as cited in Laura Yanina Sala, “Proteger La ‘Democracia’ Desde El Cuartel: La Doctrina De Estabilidad 

Nacional De Los Militares Guatemaltecos,” Secuencia, no. 107 (2020): p. 11, 

https://doi.org/10.18234/secuencia.v0i107.1705. 

Héctor Gramajo was Guatemalan Minister of Defense from 1987 to 1990. 
40

 Laura Yanina Sala, ibid., p. 15. 
41

 Gramajo, ibid., p. 24-25, as cited in Sala, ibid., p. 15. 

Translated from: “c) las huelgas, las manifestaciones violentas, la agitación en general” 
42

 Laura Yanina Sala, ibid., p. 16. 

Translated from: "al funcionamiento de ciertas instituciones, compatible con la eliminación de los nuevos 
enemigos: oponentes clasificados como amenazas; es decir, un régimen político democrático-
contrainsurgente." 
43

 Ibid, p. 15. 

Translated from: “niega lo intrínseco de toda democracia sustantiva, el conflicto” 
44

 Ibid, p. 14.  

Translated from: “mientras se mantenga dentro de los límites aceptables por los militares, y hasta tanto se 
alcance el desarrollo” 
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claiming it was an attempted coup and a threat to democracy45, whereas the Inter-American 

Commission on Human Rights replied condemning the indiscriminate, excessive use of force 

against demonstrators.46 President of the Congress, Allan Rodríguez’s statement underlines a 

discursive continuity between anti-communist repression during Ubico regime47  and anti-

communist State warfare during Guatemalan Civil War: “We have a vandalic left. They are 

willing to destroy the country, not only the Congress but they’re willing to create anarchy, to 

create chaos so that they can afterwards [present] themselves as saviours of the people.”48 

 

 

Conclusions 

 A key for understanding why the Legislative Palace, a Guatemalan national heritage 

monument said to belong to all citizens of the country, could be target of an attack 

perpetrated by part of these citizens can be found in the symbolic nature inherent to cultural 

heritage. A multidimensional definition of tangible heritage allows us to understand its 

performative role, both representing and shaping identities, memory and new heritage. 

However, meanings conveyed within heritage are not homogeneous, as the relations of 

groups and individuals to it differ. Consecrating a group identity in and within a place can 

give place to conflict since choosing to change a place depends on having the power to do so 

and can be done to the detriment of other groups or identities. When done so, because group 

cohesion is strengthened by exclusion and differentiation, tensions are generated between the 

represented group identity and the groups whose identities are excluded from the represented-

group definition. 

Furthermore, we have critically assessed the historical legacy and democratic value 

put forward and attributed to the Legislative Palace by the Guatemalan Congress. Its 

 
45

 “Giammattei Invoca Carta Democrática Interamericana De La OEA,” Deutsche Welle (DW), November 23, 

2020, https://www.dw.com/es/giammattei-invoca-carta-democr%C3%A1tica-interamericana-de-la-oea/a-

55695374. 
46

 IACHR Condemns Excessive Use of Force and Urges Investigation of All Forms of Violence During Social 
Protests in Guatemala (Organization of American States (OAS), November 23, 2020), 

http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/media_center/PReleases/2020/281.asp. 

The IACHR also condemned the “acts of vandalism at the Congress building”, however stressing that the “use 

of violence by some individuals or groups during a demonstration does not necessarily mean that the whole 

demonstration is violent.” 
47

 Piero Gleijeses, “La Aldea De Ubico: Guatemala, 1931-1944,” Mesoamérica 10, no. 17 (June 1989): pp. 26-

29. 
48

 Hedy Quino Tzoc, “Tras Indicios Que Pactaron El Incendio, Rodríguez Acusa a Otros Diputados,” La Hora, 

November 26, 2020, https://lahora.gt/tras-indicios-que-pactaron-el-incendio-rodriguez-acusa-a-otros-diputados/. 

Translated from: “Tenemos una izquierda vandálica […]. Gente que antes manifestaba y quemaba edificios en 

la calle, hoy está adentro ayudando a hacer lo mismo. […] Vienen dispuestos a destruir el país, no sólo el 

Congreso, sino están dispuestos a crear anarquía, a crear caos, para después venderse ellos como si van a poder 

ser los salvadores del pueblo.” 
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construction is part of a broader, infrastructural and urban-centrality strategy carried out 

during Ubico’s authoritarian regime, originally symbolising hierarchy, power and status. 

Such official identitarian representation was solidified by opposition to social and ethnic 

strata excluded of the urban, elitist identity. Present-day nostalgia and criticisms of the Ubico 

regime in Guatemalan society show that contention around historical memory of that 

particular time exists and continues to be subject of negotiation. Finally, forging a democratic 

identity through the performative role of tangible cultural heritage could be beneficial for 

healing from the country’s violent past. However, Guatemalan democratisation consolidated 

a partial, conditioned and temporary acceptance of conflict, as well as an integration of 

counterinsurgency to its definition of democracy. State generalized repression to 

demonstrators after the attack towards the Legislative Palace and vilification of left-wing 

congressmen and congresswomen by the President of the Congress on this very subject, 

illustrate counterinsurgent measures as well as a formal political pluralism that draws from 

anti-communist discourses present both during Jorge Ubico’s regime and the Civil War. 

Putting forward urban heritage monuments’ aesthetical, architectural and historical 

values without acknowledging the context, in which they were created, strip the urban place 

and the heritage monument of their political sense. Audrey Azouley, Director-General of the 

UNESCO, stressed the importance of explaining the history surrounding cultural heritage;49 

yet, official descriptions of State buildings such as the Legislative Palace and the National 

Palace fail to remember their political, historical context. The outrage of destroying 

“Guatemala’s historical legacy”, while offering limited information about the history 

conveyed in these official buildings, can be understood more as a preoccupation with the 

prestige value generated by the building than a preoccupation with meanings and identities 

conveyed (or omitted) in (by) Guatemalan history. An understanding of conflict as an 

inherent and constant component of heritage, memory, identities and democracy should be 

put forward by addressing historical, ethnic and political cleavages still blatant in Guatemala, 

in order to attain a fuller and more responsible process of development.  

 

Word Count: 2792  
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 France Culture, "Audrey Azoulay : 'La restitution des biens culturels est une question éthique'," YouTube 

Video, 12:14–12:27, June 1st, 2020, https://youtu.be/Fdf-2cULjMs  
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